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Introduction

Glass Sector Description
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All around us,
at every moment of our lives
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The World of Glass
✓ An inert material mainly made of abundant 
natural resources and of recycled glass

✓ Fully recyclable and highly recycled material

✓ A material appreciated for its health & comfort 
benefits, in preserving ingredients, letting natural 
light into buildings, etc.

✓ In many applications serves to save energy or 
generate renewable electricity

✓ An innovative material that renders possible 
new technological developments in many sectors

✓ A sought-after aesthetics for designers and 
creators which contributes to brand reputation and 
Europe’s culture

✓ A material found in most leading products 
exported by the EU: food, automotive, luxury, etc.



✓About 1.000 companies across the EU ranging from 
SMEs to large multinationals 

✓ Approximately 180.000 workers directly employed in 
glass making

✓ Over 500.000 indirect and induced jobs (glass 
recycling, glass processing, etc.)

✓ Around 36 million tonnes of glass produced
annually in the EU
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Some key facts ….



Six different glass sectors make up the 
industry
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EMPLOYMENT & PRODUCTIVITY

Stable Employment

➢ Stable level of employment and security of employment 
thanks to long-term capital intensity & investment in 
local regions



Status of European 
Glass industry
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Impact of Covid-19 in 2020
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❖ 35.8 million tonnes produced in 2020 (- 2,6%)
❖ Down -1% to -14% depending on the sector



Impact of Covid-19 in 2020
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❖ Glass has a slight trade deficit in tonnes but a trade
surplus in value (over €7 billion worth of exports), China
remaining the biggest competitor with 24% of EU imports.

2020 Imports Exports

Mio 
Tonnes

- 6.9% - 2.6%

Billion 
Euros

- 8.4% - 8.8%
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Light-weight

Renewables

Circularity

Efficiency

Glass key EU's sustainable development, climate 
neutrality and circular economy agenda



IN THE CONTAINER GLASS INDUSTRY, THE CO2
EMISSIONS COME FROM:

Potential solutions: 
Electrification, hydrogen, biomass

Combustion of natural gas :

~80%

1

Potential solution: 
more recycled glass in the batch

Process emissions from decomposition 
of carbonates in the virgin raw 

materials:

~20%
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The Furnace for the Future

A vision for climate-neutral packaging

Introducing ‘Close the Glass Loop‘ 

The European ambition to collect glass 
more and better, together

Container Glass – milestones towards 
climate neutral glass packaging



NEW FRONTIERS
IN FLAT GLASS

MANUFACTURING
-7%

INCREMENTAL POTENTIAL

-85%
CCU/CCS

-7%
RECYCLING

-75%
ENERGY SWITCH



Glass Perspectives on EU 
Legislation & Policies
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1. Support to low-carbon 
products and production

• Support building renovation

• Support renewables

• Keep the EU automotive industry at the forefront of 
innovation

• Support Circular Economy

➢ Robust demand for low-carbon and net carbon

avoidance products:

• To reduce CO2 emissions in other sectors of the economy

• To create confidence and opportunities for low-carbon

industrial investments in the glass sector
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2. Support the glass industry's 
energy and climate transition 
as part of the EU Green Deal

• Energy costs: Address rising energy costs (about 25% of glass 
bills). 

• R&D: Public support and funding for R&D projects to decarbonise 
production and develop energy-efficient furnaces that are 
progressing in different glass sectors. 

• State aids for OPEX: Supportive OPEX policy instruments, such 
as Carbon Contracts for Difference, to invest in low CO2-
production processes (short term). 

• New Energy Sources: Support to build renewable energy 
infrastructure capacity 

• Innovation : support emerging state-of-the-art industrial 
processes is indispensable
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3. Uncertainty of Future 
Legislation

. 
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Circular 

Economy

EU Legislation Affecting Glass



4. Fair Competition
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Uncertainty

Foreign

competition
Investments

Cumulative costs not borne by competitors

✓ EU ETS CO2 emission reduction objectives (i.e. -55% by 

2030)

✓ Always stricter permits & emissions requirements require 

major investments (dust filters, baseline soil conditions, etc.)

Investment leakage 

✓ Duties imposed too late: Dumping of solar panels and 

solar-glass originating from China to avoid the closure of sites 

dedicated to solar glass production in EU (Belgium, Spain, 

Germany).



5. Unfair Trade Practices

➢ Continuous Filament Glass Fibres (CFGF) market

distorted due to high imports of dumped glass

fibres from Asia & Most favoured countries (MFC).

➢ Unfair trade practices are always a step ahead from

EU measures implemented too late. Circumvention

of EU anti-dumping and anti-subsidies measures

are frequent and very difficult to fight.

➢ URGENT need for additional and effective Anti-

Dumping and Anti-Subsidies measures on imports

from third countries.
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GlassFibreEurope
APFE European Glass Fibre Producers Association (AISBL)

European GFR - Glass Fibre Reinforcement industry’s URGENT need for 
additional and effective AD measures on imports from Egypt and Bahrain

• The European GFR - Glass Fibre Reinforcement industry is global leader in
innovations at lightweight but durable application e,g. at wind blades,
transport, buildings and other growing strategic markets relevant for the Green
Deal’s success but cannot compete with heavily state-subsidised, state-owned
and directed Chinese producers without a level playing field at its home, the
European market.

• Dumped imports increased rapidly from operations in Egypt and Bahrain of
two subsidised Chinese SOEs - state-owned companies, bypassing the 2014
imposed European duties and renewing heavy injury to the EU industry (see
context https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-manufacturers-sidestep-trade-
barriers-by-buying-factories-overseas-11620314120 ).

• Since 2015, European Glass Fibre Producers continuously pushed Commission’s 
DG Trade to address effectively the dumped and subsidised GFR imports from 
Egypt and Bahrain.

• EU industry is currently heavily loss-making, and despite recovering demand, 
has little hope that profit levels will re-increase to reasonable levels because of 
continuing price pressure from dumped imports from Egypt and Bahrain.

• There is URGENT need for additional and effective AD measures on imports 
from Egypt and Bahrain. 20

5. Unfair Trade Practices

https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-manufacturers-sidestep-trade-barriers-by-buying-factories-overseas-11620314120


More information

www.glassallianceeurope.eu

Glass Alliance Europe
89, avenue Louise (B.5)
1050 Brussels
Belgium

Contact: V. Favry
+32.2.538.44.46
info@glassallianceeurope.eu

http://www.glassallianceeurope.eu/
mailto:info@glassallianceeurope.eu


Thank you!


